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ABSTRACT 

This paper will address the Positive and Unlabeled learning 

problem (PU learning) and its importance in the growing field 

of semi-supervised learning. In most real-world classification 

applications, well labeled data is expensive or impossible to 

obtain. We can often label a small subset of data as belonging 

to the class of interest. It is frequently impractical to manually 

label all data we are not interested in. We are left with a small 

set of positive labeled items of interest and a large set of 

unknown and unlabeled data. Learning a model for this is the 

PU learning problem. 

In this paper, we explore several applications for PU 

learning including examples in biological/medical, business, 

security, and signal processing. We then survey the literature 

for new and existing solutions to the PU learning problem. 

Index Terms—PU learning, positive unlabeled learning, 

machine learning, artificial intelligence, classification 

1. INTRODUCTION  

In the modern world, big data and machine learning provide 

many opportunities for knowledge extraction. Data 

accumulation is exploding. By some estimates, 2.5 quintillion 

bytes of data are generated daily at our current pace, and some 

90% of the data in the world was generated in the last two years 

[1]. The Internet of Things (IoT) is only accelerating this growth 

[2], [3]. Machine learning algorithms use this data to identify 

patterns, make connections, and learn representative models.  

 The most frequently used machine learning algorithms are 

supervised or unsupervised. Supervised learning is used when 

the “ground truth” or labels of the data are known. Given the 

data and the known labels, a model can be created to predict the 

unknown label of a new, unfamiliar data sample. When no labels 

are available for training, unsupervised learning methods are 

used [4]–[6]. See section 5.1 for additional information and 

resources on general Machine Learning. 

A common task in machine learning is supervised binary 

classification. Given data sample and binary label pairs (𝑥, 𝑦), 

where 𝑦  is typically considered either positive (𝑦 = 1)  or 

negative (𝑦 = 0) , a classification algorithm learns a model 

𝑓(𝑥) from the features of these labeled samples. Given a new 

data sample with no label, this model then places that unlabeled 

sample into either the positive or the negative class. Several 

algorithms work well with this problem, including logistic 

regression, support vector machines (SVMs), and artificial 

neural networks (ANNs) among others.  

While enormous quantities of data are accumulated in the 

modern world, labeling these can be prohibitively expensive and 

time-consuming, if even possible, making supervised algorithms 

unusable. Semi-supervised learning addresses the problem 

where labels are not known for all training samples. Many real-

world classification problems inherently have a small number of 

known positive data, no known negative data, and a large 

quantity of unlabeled data. This is known as the Positive and 

Unlabeled learning problem (PU learning). The difference 

between traditional binary classification and PU classification is 

illustrated in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: Illustration of a Positive Unlabeled binary classification problem. 

 



One application of PU learning involves remote sensing - 

including identifying objects in satellite images. In a database of 

satellite images, some number of images may be labeled as 

containing the item of interest, but there are too many images 

for all to be labeled. We would like to classify all the images in 

the database as either containing the item of interest or not. This 

and many more PU learning applications will be described in 

more detail in Section 2. 

This paper will address the PU learning problem as follows. 

Section 2 will describe several applications for PU learning. 

Section 3 will discuss some of the assumptions that are 

fundamental to several of the problem solutions. Section 4 

surveys the existing methods of solving the PU learning 

problem. Section 5 concludes and provides a brief overview into 

Machine Learning along with suggested reading and a 

discussion of future work and opportunities.  

2. POSITIVE AND UNLABELED APPLICATIONS 

A surprisingly large number of real-world classification 

problems naturally fall into the Positive and Unlabeled learning 

scenario (PU learning). This section provides a brief survey of 

those topics found in the literature and ideas for potential future 

applications. Current uses emphasize medical/biological and 

business applications. Signal processing and security 

applications are underrepresented in the literature and are 

discussed in section 2.3. 

2.1 Medical and Biological Applications 

Many medical situations are a natural fit for the PU learning 

problem. One example is identifying [7]–[9] or priority ranking 

[10]–[12] genes or gene combinations that influence disease 

incidence. Many diseases including cancer, Alzheimer’s 

disease, cystic fibrosis, sickle cell anemia, and even anxiety 

disorders are influenced by genetics. A small set of genes are 

known to cause or influence the specified diseases - these 

compose the positive set, and very little is known about how all 

other genes influence the disease of interest - these are unknown. 

In addition to genetic analysis, diseases such as cancer may be 

detectable by examining general patient records including blood 

test results and patient history [13]–[15]. 

Virtual screening of drug compounds – identifying which 

drug compounds could be useful in treating a given disease is 

another application for PU learning [11]. Drugs and chemicals 

known to be effective against a given disease make up the 

positive set. All other compounds in a drug or chemical database 

make up the unknown set. [16] uses PU learning to identify 

transport proteins from a general protein database. [17] 

reconstructs gene regulatory networks from gene expression 

data, identifying which gene pairs are most likely to interact. 

[18] identifies small non-coding RNA (ncRNA) genes from 

intergenic sequences. A related, though more difficult learning 

problem – that of learning only from the proportions of the 

positive and unlabeled sets – is being used for embryo selection 

in assisted reproduction [19]. In this scenario, only the most 

viable embryos should be implanted, and a variant of PU 

learning can be used to do this. Growing medical fields 

concerning gut microbiome analysis and epigenetics could also 

benefit from this type of learning. 

PU learning for ecological [20] and environmental 

monitoring [21], [22] are scenarios that have been lightly 

touched upon in the literature. [20] discusses using PU learning 

to identify species presence. Determining species absence in a 

region is difficult and expensive. Geographical regions with 

reported sightings of the species of interest make up the positive 

set, while all other areas remain in the unknown set. 

2.2 Business Applications 

Some of the best studied applications for PU learning involve 

text classification or document classification [10], [23], [32]–

[37], [24]–[31]. This can include categorizing the subject of a 

paper, webpage, or email. One common application is email 

spam identification. Users identify some emails as spam, and 

these make up the positive class. All other emails are considered 

unknown. Search topic identification/classification [10] and 

web page text retrieval and classification [11], [15], [30]–[32] 

are other important text applications. 

Recommender systems can be considered as PU learning 

opportunities. For web page recommenders, a user’s browsing 

history or bookmarks make up the positive set. All other 

webpages constitute the unknown set. From this, web pages of 

interest can be recommended [13], [33], [38]. This could also be 

useful in recommending movies/tv shows or social media 

contacts or posts that a user would enjoy. Every show, post, or 

group that is “liked” by a user would make up the positive set, 

while all others would be unknown. [39] attempts to predict 

which subjects would interest a politician by looking at their past 

work. Recommender systems can also suffer from deceptive 

reviews. [40] and [41] use PU learning to identify these. 

Reject inference for loan approval and other tasks learns 

from the applications of both accepted and rejected individuals. 

The behavior of rejected individuals is unknown and thus fits 

within the Positive and Unlabeled framework. [42] applies PU 

learning to reject inference problems which can include 

epidemiology, econometrics, and clinical trial evaluation along 

with the more standard financial applications.  

Direct, or targeted, marketing allows a business to save a 

significant amount of money and is a natural match for PU 

learning. Known customer profiles compose the positive set, and 

large unknown databases of customer information make up the 

negative set [13], [38], [43], [44]. Fraud detection is another 

application for which PU learning could be useful [45], [46]. 

The positive set could be composed of known fraudulent 

transactions, while all others would be unlabeled.  

2.3 Security and Signal Processing Applications 

Security and signal processing applications are severely  

underrepresented in the Positive and Unlabeled learning 

domain. Initial forays into image classification [10], [15], [22], 

[47]–[50], have explored satellite image land-type classification 

and facial authentication. Classifying satellite images, radar 

images, and others is a natural fit for PU learning. A subset of 

objects from the desired class are manually labeled, and all 

others are classified using PU learning. This could be used to 

identify man-made objects in satellite imagery such as unknown 

archeological sites or new military installations and build-ups.  



Activity or emotion classification could be identified from 

video streams. Illegal or dangerous activities such as an 

unexpected package being left in a populated area could result 

in a proactive police presence for increased safety. Nervousness 

or stress could be recognized and assist in determining persons 

to subject to more strenuous security checks at airports or large 

events. Network intrusion detection is another area that can 

benefit from PU learning [11], [21]. Online cyberattacks and 

security attacks on IoT (Internet of Things) platforms could also 

be identified using PU learning [2], [3]. Existing attack 

information could make up the positive class while all other data 

is used to populate the unlabeled class. 

Sound classification and authentication may also be good PU 

learning applications. The positive set would be composed of a 

target sound or sounds. General audio from the target location 

would make up the unlabeled set. This could be used for diverse 

applications including song bird identification, helicopter 

approach, or human presence detection. [45], [46], [51]–[55] 

apply PU learning on data streams and signals. 

Fault detection, related to novelty or outlier detection [53]-

[56] is an important signal processing application. Many areas 

of manufacturing are concerned with identifying faulty products 

before shipment. Identifying microscopic faults in airline wings 

using sensors for flex analysis could improve airline safety. 

Another growing area is photovoltaic (PV) solar array fault 

detection [2], [57]–[61]. Could PU learning be used to classify 

such faults using real-time sensor data?  

Other potential security applications include threat detection 

or submarine detection using an array of multi-int domain 

sensors. It may also be possible to learn to isolate a signal from 

a very noisy channel using PU learning.  

Many of these security and signal applications have not yet 

been explored in the Positive and Unlabeled learning domain, 

though they fit the profile well – containing small amounts of 

positive data and large amounts of unlabeled data. 

3. PU LEARNING ASSUMPTIONS 

Most solutions to the PU learning problem assume that at least 
a portion of the positive class is separable from the negative 
class. This is illustrated in Figure 2 and is sometimes referred to 
as a positive subdomain or anchor set [62]. Another very 
common assumption is called the SCAR assumption where 
SCAR stands for “Selected Completely At Random”. The 
SCAR assumption was first described in [63]. The rationale 
behind the SCAR assumption is that any bias in the labeled 
sample selection process will translate to bias in the model. This 
is a strong assumption and not always realistic in practice. Some 
more recent papers such as [50], [64]–[66]  are trying to weaken 
these assumptions and will be discussed in Section 4.4 below. 

4. PU LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

There have been many papers published on PU learning in the 
past twenty years. Solutions to this problem generally fall into 
one of a couple of categories. We will outline these methods here 
and then describe them in more detail in the following 
subsections. 

• Approach 1: The first, and oldest, approach is a two-step 
algorithm that first finds probable negative samples from 

the unlabeled set, and then learns a traditional classifier 
from them. This approach has mostly fallen out of favor 
and is described in Section 4.1. 

• Approach 2: The second type of algorithm assigns 
weights to the unlabeled sample and then learns a 
classifier from these weighted samples. The first 
approach above can be thought of as a special case of the 
second, where all weights are either 0 or 1. This approach 
is described in more detail in Section 4.2. 

• Approach 3: A third type of solution treats unlabeled data 
as noisy or uncertain negatives. See Section 4.3 for more 
details. 

• Approach 4: Several newer algorithms work to deal with 
and compensate for selection bias by weakening the 
SCAR assumption described in Section 3. These 
algorithms are described in Section 4.4 below. 

• Other methods: recent algorithms continue to use the 
strategies described above, but also include methods to 
improve scalability, minimize overfitting, and stabilize 
the algorithms including bagging, convex risk/loss 
reformulations, and deep learning techniques such as 
generative adversarial networks (GANs). Other unusual 
approaches are described here as well.  See Section 4.5 
below for more on these. 

4.1 The two-step approach to PU learning 

In the first—generally older—method, the first step identifies 
probable negative samples from the unlabeled data using various 
techniques. [28] suggests a method called S-EM that uses a 
"Spy" technique to identify likely negatives. [27] use a Rocchio 
algorithm in their Roc-SVM paper. [32] describes PEBL, an 
algorithm that uses a technique called 1-DNF. [18] uses a 

 
Figure 2: Separability Assumptions.  



distance metric and SVM to identify negatives in PSoL. [15] 
creates an algorithm called SVMC that uses the margin 
maximization property of an SVM. [67] proposes NPSVM, a 
Nonparallel hyperplane SVM to improve performance. A more 
recent algorithm described in [30], builds on [32]’s 1-DNF 
strategy while introducing an iterative classification and a 
voting, or bagging, method for final classification (discussed 
further below). [68] proposes A-EM which adds additional 
unlabeled samples that are expected to be mostly negative to 
better separate the classes. 

Step two of this approach involves applying a standard 

supervised learning algorithm, possibly iterated, to these 

estimated negatives and known positives. The S-EM algorithm 

uses an EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm with a Naive 

Bayes classifier. PEBL, Roc-SVM, PSol, and SVMC use SVMs. 

[43] provides an analysis and comparison of several of the 

algorithms in this approach. The overall percentage of positive 

samples is usually considered unknown or is estimated using 

domain knowledge. As such, there is no way to independently 

verify the final classification results of the algorithm and 

convergence is usually used to cease iteration between labeling 

and learning. 

4.2 The weighted approach to PU learning  

The second approach to positive and unlabeled classification 

assigns real valued weights to each unlabeled sample. These 

weights represent the likelihood, or conditional probability, that 

an unlabeled sample 𝑥 belongs to the positive set or negative set 

[20], [33], [69], or both [13], [63]. A standard learning algorithm 

then uses the weighted, unlabeled samples as either constantly 

weighted negative samples [33], variably weighted negative 

samples [20], [69], or as variably weighted positive and negative 

samples concurrently [13], [63] to learn a classifier, 𝑓(𝑥)  =
 𝑝(𝑦 = 1| 𝑥).  

 Various methods are used to estimate these likelihoods such 

as generalized linear models [33], logistic regression [63], 

boosted trees nonlinear logit model [20], soft-margin SVMs 

with linear kernels and Platt scaling [63], minimum distance to 

the positive set [69], and validation set experimentation and 

PrTFIDF [13]. 

Some algorithms, such as [43], use a more general weighting 

scheme where weights represent the cost of mislabeling an 

unlabeled positive sample as negative and vice versa, rather than 

directly weighting each sample’s likelihood. These cost weights 

vary according to 𝑝(𝑦 = 1) and are determined experimentally, 

using a F-score performance measure [43] to determine which 

values result in the highest performing algorithm. This method 

avoids the need to estimate the likelihood, 𝑝(𝑦 = 1| 𝑥) , or 

𝑝( 𝑦 = 1) directly but is quite slow. 

A hybrid method called PUDI is used by [8], combining 

aspects of the two-step and weighted learning approaches to 

identify likely disease genes. Instead of using weights, bins are 

used to partition the unlabeled set into four subsets: reliably 

negative samples, likely negative samples, weak negative 

samples, and likely positive samples. Samples are placed into 

each of these bins based on the Euclidean distance between the 

feature vectors of the unlabeled sample and a “positive 

representative vector” determined by averaging the genes in the 

known positive set. Weighted SVMs are then trained on these 

sets to create a final classifier. 

 A new variant of the weighted approach to PU learning, 

created by the authors of this paper and described in depth 

elsewhere [70], uses a modified logistic regression to build on 

[63] with an adaptive upper bound in place of a standard logistic 

regression. This produces improved results more than 87% of 

the time using an F-Score performance metric.  

4.3 The noisy negative approach to PU learning 

The third approach to the Positive and Unlabeled learning 

problem involves treating the unlabeled set as noisy negatives. 

Occasionally the positive set is assumed to be noisy as well, 

though the levels of noise are usually class-conditional. A 

classifier for this noisy data is then learned using techniques 

developed to deal with such scenarios [71]. [33] discusses this 

problem and develop a classifier using a weighted logistic 

regression algorithm. The authors of [43] offer a classifier they 

call the Biased-SVM with a modified cost function to account 

for the noisy data. [72] demonstrate that surrogate loss functions 

with importance reweighting allow any traditional classifier to 

be modified to work on noisy data. [21] uses a tree augmented 

naïve Bayes algorithm called UPTAN to deal with the 

uncertainty of the noisy data by creating a Bayesian network 

using dependence information among uncertain attributes to 

create a classifier. [73] uses mixture proportion estimation 

(MPE) to deal with noisy labels. [74] assumes that most of the 

unlabeled data are negative and employs a Laplacian unit-

hyperplane classifier to deal with the resultant noisy data.  

4.4 Weakening SCAR to deal with Selection Bias 

One of the obstacles in PU learning is dealing with selection 

bias. The SCAR assumption described in Section 3 assumes 

that there is no selection bias which is often found to be 

unrealistic in practice. Papers such as [47], [48], [66], [75], and 

[76], attempt to compensate for this selection bias. 

Rather than SCAR, [66] and [77] propose a weaker 

assumption, Selected at Random (SAR), which no longer 

assumes that positive regions are sampled with consistent 

frequency. They introduce an algorithm, SAR-EM, that uses a 

propensity score as a function of the attributes and the 

expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to solve the PU 

learning problem.  

Other authors such as [50] attempt to weaken the SCAR 

assumption and deal with selection bias by minimizing the 

classification risk function using what they call the invariance 

of order. That is, they assume that the order of the probability 

of a sample being labeled positive is the same as the probability 

of it being positive. They also use a “partial identification” 

technique to extract some useful information from a function, 

without attempting to identify the entire function.  

The authors in [64] also modify the classification risk 

function to deal with selection bias. They claim that unbiased 

risk estimators will produce negative empirical risks if the 

model being used is very flexible. To deal with this, they 

introduce a non-negative risk estimator that they argue 

produces better results in these situations and allows for 

hyperflexible deep learning solutions.  



4.5 Other techniques 

In recent years, heuristic optimizations for the Positive and 

Unlabeled learning such as bagging have gained traction. 

Bootstrap aggregating, or bagging, has become a popular 

approach to increase classifier performance [10], [54]. [10] 

proposes that “by nature, PU learning problems have a particular 

structure that leads to instability of classifiers, which can be 

advantageously exploited by a bagging-like procedure”. 

Bagging involves repeatedly generating random subsets of the 

training data to classify. Each classifier then votes on the correct 

classification of a new sample. [10] and [11] both use bagging 

SVMs, while [30] adds bagging to the 1-DNF approach 

described in [32]. 

 Traditional PU learning methods have not usually 

considered scalability concerns such as computational 

efficiency and overfitting. [78] propose an iterative algorithm 

USMO (Unlabeled data in Sequential Minimal Optimization) 

using Gram matrices and breaking the problem down into 

smaller subproblems that they argue is both computationally 

efficient and theoretically optimal. [79] also focuses on 

scalability by introducing a double hinge convex loss function. 

Improved computational efficiency is shown experimentally. In 

addition to softening the SCAR assumption and selection bias as 

described above, [64] also handles overfitting by introducing a 

non-negative risk estimator that allows the use of flexible, deep 

learning algorithms without the propensity to overfitting that 

many methods have. [80] proposes a solution that deals with 

large-scale datasets by introducing a closed-form classifier 

under certain conditions. [81] analyzes some of the theory 

behind PU learning and discusses how different convex 

representations may be more effective than others due to bias. 

 A new and extremely promising method uses a generative 

approach to PU learning using a deep learning Generative 

Adversarial Network (GAN) to identify both positive and 

negative data distributions [65]. Their algorithm, GenPU, uses 

two generative agents, one to generate positive samples and one 

for negative samples, and three discriminator agents – one each 

for the positive, unlabeled, and negative classes. The authors 

provide a theoretical analysis that claims GenPU can recover 

both positive and negative data distributions at equilibrium.  

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper illustrates the importance of both the Positive and 
Unlabeled learning problem and its applications. Surprisingly 
many important scenarios naturally contain a small amount of 
positively labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data. 
Some of these applications have been extensively studied using 
PU learning such as text classification (see section 2.2 above). 
Other problems such as disease gene, molecular classification, 
and drug identification are still in their infancy (see section 2.1). 
In addition, we have included several problems that have never 
or only rarely been investigated using PU learning such as 
image, sound, and video classification and various security 
applications (see section 2.3).  
 In addition to applications, we have surveyed a variety of old 
and new algorithms for solving the PU Learning problem. We 
have attempted to provide a broad overview of methods in the 
literature. 

 There is significant opportunity for further research in this 

field. A useful next step would be a comparative evaluation and 

benchmarking study to apply the existing algorithms to a variety 

of known and labeled datasets for comparative purposes. 

5.1 Additional Reading on Machine Learning 

Machine Learning (ML) is the science of finding patterns in big 

data. Many algorithms exist today, but most can be generally 

grouped in to one of three learning paradigms: supervised 

learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning.  

As mentioned briefly in the introduction, the appropriate 

type of learning algorithm depends on the data available for 

learning. If the training data includes the desired outputs to be 

learned (labels), then a supervised learning algorithm is used. If 

the desired outputs or labels are unknown, the problem falls into 

the unsupervised paradigm. Reinforcement learning is different 

in that it is generally agent based using a stochastic 

exploratory/reward structure to learn a behavior or path in such 

a way as to maximize a reward. 

Many different learning tasks can be accomplished within 

these general ML archetypes. Supervised learning algorithms 

usually provide real-valued predictions (called regression) or 

discrete class identification (classification). For each task, 

various algorithms exist to solve it. For example, regression 

problems for supervised, real-valued predictions can be learned 

using linear regression, simple artificial neural networks 

(ANNs), and various deep learning techniques such as recurrent 

neural networks (RNNs). Classification problems can be solved 

using support vector machines (SVMs), logistic regression, and 

various ANNs and deep learning algorithms such as 

convolutional neural networks (CNNs). 

Unlike supervised learning algorithms, unsupervised 

learning is often used to find hidden or unknown patterns in 

data. This can be used for dimensionality reduction such as in 

principal component analysis (PCA) or through using complex 

deep learning neural networks to create autoencoders to more 

effectively encode learning data. Unsupervised algorithms such 

as k-means, spectral clustering, ANNs, and deep learning 

algorithms can also be used for clustering and other pattern 

identification purposes. 

Reinforcement learning algorithms can be used for non-

convex optimization problems using search algorithms such as 

genetic algorithms and simulated annealing, and for learning 

behavior in areas such as robotics. ANNs and deep learning 

techniques can be used for reinforcement learning, along with 

more recent algorithms such as generative adversarial networks 

(GANs) [65]. GANs also fit well in both supervised and 

unsupervised scenarios. 

Combinations of many of these supervised, unsupervised, 

and even reinforcement learning algorithms are used for solving 

the semi-supervised Positive and Unlabeled learning problem 

described in this paper. Further approaches and combinations 

of methods and algorithms will continue to improve solutions 

to the PU learning problem. To learn more about Machine 

Learning, we recommend looking into these books [4], [5], 

[82], [83] and papers [6], [84]–[87] on the subject. Additional 

papers on ML and the PU problem can be found in the 

references [88]–[107]. 
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